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As the designated arts development authority, Calgary Arts Development 
supports and strengthens the arts to benefit all Calgarians. Through 
its many activities it supports organizations in their efforts to grow the 
sector and help forge even stronger connections with the community. 
Key to this is investing in understanding how the community perceives 
and engages with various arts events and activities. Calgary Arts 
Development partnered with Stone-Olafson to better understand how 
Calgarians are engaging with arts and culture in our community. Specific 
objectives include:

 w Monitor overall engagement with the arts in Calgary;

 w Determine the type of engagement–either in observation, attendance or creation;

 w Understand community perceptions and interactions with arts and culture activi-
ties/organizations; and

 w Evaluate citizen perceptions of the benefits of the arts and culture sector to the city, 
their community or themselves.

Research Methodology
The survey instrument and sampling plan were developed by Stone-Olafson in 
collaboration with Calgary Arts Development. 

The research was fielded online by Stone-Olafson using a consumer household sample with 
quotas established to ensure final outcomes are representative of the wider population in 
terms of age and gender. 

 w Within the sample quotas were set to ensure representation by region within the 
city including Northwest, Northeast, Southwest, Southeast and Inner City

 w The definition of inner city reflects the alignment of the City of Calgary’s Centre  
City Plan

A total of 1,004 Calgarians participated in the research between September 28 and October 
17, 2018. 

 w A sample of this size delivers an overall reliability rate of +/-3.03% 

 w Because the overall sample is representative in terms of age and gender final data 
have not been weighted

Citizen engagement 
with the arts in Calgary
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Observations
How a community connects with the arts can be a clear indicator of vibrancy. In recent years 
Calgary has been experiencing a transformation. While economic uncertainty continues to 
frame the overall sentiment in the city, Calgarians continue to explore and find new ways to 
connect with the arts in their city. This research is more than just a review of the degree to 
which citizens are engaged with arts & culture. Its purpose is to show how they connect and 
how they feel about it. From the data emerge some key trends and findings. 

Calgarians continue to connect with and value the arts sector in 
our community

Engagement with the arts remains strong
Overall, 93% of Calgarians are connected to the arts and culture sector in one way or another, a slight increase 
over the findings of the 2016 Calgarian Engagement Survey (92%). There also remains a significant proportion 
(75%) who are quite active – engaging in multiple ways. 

Small shifts are happening that impact how the sector may engage Calgarians
Engagement is steady and attitudes are strengthening, yet attendance and spending have slipped slightly. This 
may be attributable to economic conditions, but may also be an opportunity for the sector to examine how it 
engages audiences in order to stem the trend. 

Role of arts sector
Calgarians clearly recognize that the arts sector offers many civic, community and personal benefits. At the 
same time, local perceptions of how Calgary compares to other cities in this sphere have declined markedly. Is 
this the time to elevate the arts & culture sector to help differentiate our city?

How people define arts and culture
Calgarians are generally aligned on a top tier of activities they consider to be representative of arts and culture. 
Art galleries, music festivals, live music, art shows, and live theatre are all mentioned. A second tier of other 
activities (museums, arts festivals, culture festivals, etc.) were also mentioned by a majority of the community. 

Most Calgarians see and understand the benefits and are supportive of the arts, and generally acknowledge 
the impact on the quality of life in our community. 

The current research has highlighted potential barriers to greater participation with various arts and culture 
organizations in the city. Some important elements that may be contributing include:

Simple awareness: audiences may not be seeing the opportunities available to them. Arts organizations 
have limited budgets to invest in creating broad awareness across the market. 
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Alignment of expectations: Audiences are clearly interested and understand the benefits of the arts. 
However, their motivations to engage are generally fairly simple–to socialize and be entertained (primarily). 
Marketing and messaging from arts/culture groups need to take these motivations into account when 
communicating with potential audiences.  

Practical barriers: Our city’s current economic conditions have had an impact on consumer spending. While 
things have turned around modestly, consumer spending takes years to recover after a severe recession. This, 
combined with continued economic uncertainty, could be having a negative impact on attendance. 

Further understanding definitions of arts and culture 
Interesting outcomes arise when it comes to what defines art and culture. More specifically we learn that 
women, those over 55, and long-term residents are most likely to identify with the arts and culture activities 
listed. At the same time, older and longer-term residents of Calgary tend to be less engaged. The initial 
conclusion is that those who are most engaged tend to identify least with common activities associated with 
arts and culture. 

Context has a role to play here. Much has been written about the importance of experiential elements 
with younger generations. This opens up new ways to think about future opportunities to engage younger 
audiences with more traditional arts and culture activities, perhaps by promoting the experiential elements or 
the promise of a unique experience.

Economic impact and the opportunity to shift how the sector 
engages Calgarians 
There is continued high engagement and very positive attitudes toward arts and culture. Yet, at the same 
time, there has been a slight decrease in attendance and slips in spending in the sector. The most obvious 
explanation for this gap is economic. As noted earlier the recession continues to play a role as consumer 
spending often takes years to recover to pre-recession levels. In Calgary, continued economic uncertainty  
has exacerbated the challenge and depressed spending in general, which continues to impact the arts and 
culture sector. 

This raises an important opportunity for the sector to redefine how it connects and communicates with 
consumers. Are there key messages that better relate to audience motivations that should be emphasized? 
Should the sector consider simplifying its value proposition for the community? Along with increased 
marketing support, this may help deepen engagement with Calgarians. 

Is Calgary more creative and artistic?
When asked how Calgary compares to other cities in terms of being artistic and creative, Calgarians are much 
less likely now to say our city is more creative and artistic than they were just a few years ago. In fact, the 
percentage who believe Calgary is better than Winnipeg has dropped 9%, Edmonton–down 12%, Toronto–
down 6%, Montreal and Ottawa–down 2%. In no instance does a majority believe Calgary is more creative and 
artistic than any of these other communities. 
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This is an important issue to tackle, particularly if Calgary has a desire to attract technology and creative talent 
to the city. There is an important role for arts organizations to play in helping to elevate awareness and deepen 
engagement in order to help shift negative perceptions. 

There are opportunities to leverage
Engaging through observing or listening took a major leap in the 2016 study and we saw a shift toward digital. 
That trend continues today and connecting to the arts in this way is still dominant. Converting this into other 
forms of engagement – particularly attending, is an important consideration. Audiences indicate they are most 
likely to engage in reading, news on TV, music on the radio, and streaming shows and music on devices. These 
are also the most meaningful to them and should be kept in mind as avenues for reaching audiences with 
messages about activities to attend. Using these along with more experiential messages from organizations 
may prove to be helpful for converting more ‘observers’ and ‘listeners’ into attendees and creators. 

Positioned well moving forward
Outcomes suggest engagement is strongest among our youngest and newest community members with 
families also eager to connect. The sector is in a strong position as it has some connections to these important 
groups. 

The challenge is that although the participation of our youngest and newest community members with 
families is consistent it appears to be less frequent. The pattern that is emerging is that audiences may be 
‘sampling’ a more diverse array of activities but doing so less frequently. This is a unique position – both a 
challenge and an opportunity. 

 w It is a challenge because their time is spread across the entire sector, but not intensely with any one genre

 w It is an opportunity as they seem to be ready to be attracted and convinced to invest more

The issue of simple economics
While engagement remains steady, Calgarians are simply spending less overall–much less than a few years ago 
and about the same as in 2014. It is clear Calgarians are finding ways to connect with the arts without spending 
significant sums. This has a practical impact on local arts organizations as they are seeing reduced revenues 
and less corporate support. 

There is a balance to strike for the arts and culture sector in this regard. Free or open events work well to 
engage Calgarians and increase interest, but not to drive revenues. 

Conversely, cost is a well-known barrier. Research in the tourism sector is showing that cost is increasing again 
as a reason for disengagement among lapsed audiences. (In that sector increased innovation and experiential 
messaging helped overcome that barrier.)
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How can Calgarians engage with the arts?
Engaging with arts and culture comes in many forms–some much more passive than others. To reflect the 
myriad ways Calgarians connect with the arts this research looks at whether they:  

Observe or Listen

The spread of media outlets and digital access has increased so significantly that audiences 
can now curate their own arts experiences–on TV, online, in print and even over the radio. This 
category of engagement includes those who do at least a third of all activities on a regular basis. 

Attend

Those who ‘vote with their feet’ and attend arts and culture events represent the next layer of 
engagement. This includes those who’ve attended any arts events at least three times.  

Create

The ability to create art–from music to painting to writing and most other activities in between 
constitutes the final layer of engagement. This includes those who report creating art (in any form) 
in the past year. 

Do Nothing

Finally, there will be some with no affinity for the arts whatsoever–they don’t observe or listen, 
avoid attending and do not create in any form. This is the disengaged segment of the population.

How do Calgarians engage with the arts?

“ OVERALL, THE VAST MAJORITY OF CALGARIANS (93%) ENGAGE WITH THE ARTS IN ONE 
FORM OR ANOTHER.” 

As was the case in 2016, the primary form of engagement is through observation or listening. While fewer 
Calgarians report attending or creating art, levels are quite consistent with our 2016 evaluation as well. 

WHAT DID PEOPLE REPORT DOING IN 2018?  

Observe
or Listen

Attend
Create

Nothing

percentage
0 20 40 60 80 100

81% 83%

55% 69%

66% 63%

7% 8%

2018 2016
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Understanding audiences that engage with the arts in  
different ways
The traditional definitions of how people engage with the arts have been bypassed by increasingly diverse–
and increasingly digital opportunities to connect. This community research relies on multiple outlets to better 
understand the nature of arts and culture engagement. Their collective propensity to watch and listen, attend, 
and create, work together to paint a more complete picture.

In doing so we are able to better understand groups of Calgarians who are immersed (do all three), engaged 
(tend to do only two out of the three), connected (only one of the three) or actually totally disengaged (do none 
of the three). Each group has a slightly different profile and helps us see where the opportunities are. 

It is unrealistic to expect all Calgarians are going to connect with the arts at all levels. However, what is clear is 
that about 75% are steadily engaged, plugging into the arts in two or more ways. Despite a steady economic 
downturn and stubborn unemployment rates, this is very consistent with two years ago.

SNAPSHOT OF CALGARIANS IMMERSED IN THE ARTS

 w This is the largest segment of Calgarians; representing just under half of the community – 44%. 

 w This is the youngest group – 58% are under 40. 

 w The group is very balanced in terms of gender – 48% Male, 50% Female.

 w 29% of this group have children in the home. 

 w They are highly educated with 22% completing at least some post-graduate studies.

 w Highest incidence of orientation other than heterosexual at 11%. 

Engaged
31%

Connected
18%

Disconnected
7%

Immersed
44%
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Beyond their demographics, how this group thinks and behaves also defines them:

 » Their spending on arts and culture is the highest at $526 per year, which is down from 2016 when it was 
$677. They are also most likely to give their time (30% volunteer) and money (32% donate). 

 » Not surprisingly, their attitudes are highly supportive of the arts in our community – they actively seek out 
opportunities to connect, see the benefits, believe others should learn about the arts, and believe arts and 
culture activities bring people together.

 » They are polarized and least ambivalent in how they see arts and culture in Calgary: some are most likely 
to believe Calgary is better than other cities at being a creative and artistic community, yet, interestingly, 
they are among the most likely to believe Calgary is worse than all the other cities as well. 

 » They are motivated to engage for basic entertainment and enjoyment primarily, but there are also strong 
social, intellectual and personal interest motivations–twice as likely (12%) to see participation as a means 
to be a part of the community.)

SNAPSHOT OF CALGARIANS ENGAGED WITH THE ARTS

 w This is the 2nd largest segment of Calgarians; representing those who are engaging in two  
different ways – 31%. 

 w The engaged audience is more balanced in terms of age. 

 w The group is very balanced in terms of gender – 50% Male, 50% Female.

 w 29% of this group has children in the home. 

 w They are well educated – fully 65% graduated post-secondary or post-graduate studies.

 w Income levels are about average with 29% reporting incomes of $100k or more. 24% report income 
of $50k or less.

Calgarians ENGAGED in the arts are: 

 » Spending less than their immersed counterparts at about $365 annually. 

 » Not surprisingly, their attitudes towards the arts are extremely positive – just slightly weaker than those 
who are immersed. 

 » Most likely to be observers/listeners (86%) and tend to attend (57%) or create (57%) much less. Among the 
activities they attend they are fairly conservative – seeing live music, museums, and movies most often. 
That said they appear very interested in live theatre, musical theatre, community festivals and art galleries. 

 » Their motivations for connecting with arts and culture look very similar to others – basic entertainment 
and fun are key. Opportunities to socialize and learn are also important. Escaping, meanwhile, is also 
prominent for this group. 
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CALGARIANS WHO ARE MERELY CONNECTED OR DISENGAGED SHARE MANY TRAITS. 

 w Together these two segments represent ¼ of the market  – Connected 18%, Disconnected 7%.  

 w Both tend to be much older – only about 13% are under 30 while a majority are over 50. 

 w Income is a key trait – particularly lower income. These two segments have the lowest income levels. 

 w The incidence of physical or mental impairments tends to increase as engagement decreases. Fully 
30% of Disengaged Calgarians report some form of impairment. 

 w Given their age it’s not all too surprising this group has lived in Calgary a lot longer than those who 
are more engaged. 89% of those who are disengaged and 80% of those who are merely connected 
have lived in Calgary more than 10 years. 

These two segments, by virtue of their activity levels, tend to hold slightly different 

perspectives than the other two segments:

 » More traditional perspectives on what constitutes arts and culture activities – their views primarily include 
things like art galleries, music festivals, concerts, etc. Their definition does not tend to include things like 
most art lessons, listening to music, writing, etc.–all activities widely viewed by others as arts and culture. 

 » It comes as no surprise that their annual spending ($152 for Connected and $87 for Disengaged audiences) 
is much lower than others. 

 » They are both less likely to identify any benefits of the arts for the city, community or themselves. In fact, 
about 30% (or more) of Disengaged members do not see any benefits. 

 » Weaker engagement extends to their perceptions of business that support arts and culture – 36% of 
Connected and 54% of Disengaged Calgarians said it was not important to them that businesses support 
arts and culture events. 

 » Correspondingly, their attitudes towards the arts tend to be tepid – not necessarily negative, but generally 
lacking any passion or engagement. 
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Detailed Findings 
How Calgarians define arts and culture can be just as diverse as understanding what constitutes art itself. 
Calgarians are quite aligned on the traditional activities like art galleries, music festivals, live music, art shows, 
theatre and even museums. Smaller proportions tend to include alternatives like simply writing, visiting the 
library or mixing music. The diversity is important and reflects community motivations and interests.

WHAT DO CALGARIANS DEFINE AS ARTS AND CULTURE?

Respondents were asked to identify which activities they consider to be defined as arts and culture, regardless 
of whether or not they participate themselves in the activity. The following two charts identify how likely survey 
respondents are to identify the following activities as arts and culture.
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71%        
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70%        

70%        
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68%        

67%        

67%        
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63%        

63%        
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62%        

61%        

56%        

55%        
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53%        

52%        

51%        

Art gallery

Music festival (e.g. Calgary Folk festival, Reggaefest, etc.)

Live music concert/performance

Art show, outside a gallery setting 
(school, community centre, etc.)

Live theatre

Live musical theatre

Museum or heritage site

Arts-based festival (e.g. Beakerhead, 
WordFest, a �lm festival, etc.)

Culture-based festival (e.g. Fiesta Filipino,
 Calgary Turkish Festival etc.)

Dance performance (jazz, ballet, etc.)

Perform for an audience (act, dance, music, etc.)

Take an art class – visual arts like
 painting, sculpture, drawing, etc

Community festival (e.g. Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.)

Make any type of visual art – painting,
 sculpture, stained glass, etc.

Opera

Open air/free/public art installation

Literary event – poetry, novelist, etc.

Take an acting, dance, or any type of performance class

Visiting art gallery websites

Photography, video, sharing media

Compose music

Play music

Take a writing, poetry or writing composition course

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  ‘Q1. Everyone has a different idea of the types of things that define arts and culture.  
Below is a long list of different activities that could represent arts and culture. Please select any activity you would consider  
to be arts and culture related – regardless if you personally participate in those activities or not.
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WHAT DO CALGARIANS DEFINE AS ARTS AND CULTURE?

Less than half of those surveyed identify the following activities as arts and culture, though in the charts that 
follow we will see that in some cases participation is actually much higher than the activities in Chart 2 than  
for those in Chart 1.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004) Q1. Everyone has a different idea of the types of things that define arts and culture. Below is 
a long list of different activities that could represent arts and culture. Please select any activity you would consider to be arts 
and culture related – regardless if you personally participate in those activities or not.

Engagement through observing and listening
Key to defining engagement is recognizing that arts engagers are not merely those who attend events or 
have the ability to create. Artistic and creative materials are more influential than that. Music, literature, art, 
performance, ideas transcend place and have the ability to influence thinking well beyond simply attending 
or creating. We get a more inclusive and accurate understanding of a creative community by considering how 
people watch, read or listen to artistic and creative material.
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49%        

46%        

46%        

45%        

41%        

39%        

37%        

37%        

36%        

34%        

32%        

29%        

28%        

28%        

26%        

26%        

25%        

23%        

21%        

20%        

14%        

13%        

11%        

Music lessons

Visiting arts websites

Listening to music

Writing

Science Centre or similar attractions

Library

Food and drink experiences

Digitally produce or mix music

Tourist attractions

Going to a movie

Zoo/aquarium experiences

Reading books – Fiction

Bookstore/shop

Reading books – non-�ction

Public park

Buying music

Sport events (amateur or professional)

Public speaking event/debate

Watching TV

Consumer shows (home & garden shows, car show, etc)

Shopping

Reading magazines online

Reading news online
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PARTICIPATION LEVELS FOR OBSERVING OR LISTENING

After defining what Calgarians consider arts and culture, respondents were then asked what they themselves 
participate in. When observing or listening, intensity of activity tends to correlate strongly to age–younger 
Calgarians are more active in doing most of these things. The news stands out especially for those over 
55–whether reading the news online or watching it on TV–as something that is done daily.

daily  weekly

36%

37%

59%

34%

41%

38%

56%

32%

36%

29%

15%

13%

44%

20%

16%

41%

20%

7%

15%

66%

7%

25%

7%

36%

37%

59%

34%

41%

38%

56%

32%

36%

29%

15%

13%

44%

20%

16%

41%

20%

7%

15%

66%

7%

25%

7%

Listened to music or any other programming on the radio

Watched news on TV

Streamed shows or movies online at sites like
 Net�ix, Amazon, Shaw.ca, etc.

Watched original produced programming on TV

Read a newspaper/news online

Listened to music on a media device (iPod/ MP3 player/ etc.)

Read a book or ebook– �ction, non-�ction, 
biography, educational etc

Listened to music via a streaming service 
(Apple Music, Spotify, Tidal, etc.)

Watched reality programs on TV

Purchased / read a newspaper

Watched movies/TV series rented or purchased online

Read a magazine online

Downloaded a podcast

Purchased/read a magazine

Downloaded music purchased online

Visited websites with examples of art

Read a book showing art, photography, etc.

Viewed artists websites

Purchased music (CD/Vinyl/etc) at a store, from an 
online retailer (Amazon, etc.), or from an artist directly

Read a book about creating/making art

Viewed websites about art history

Read a book on art history

Visited art gallery websites

36%

37%

59%

34%

41%

38%

56%

32%

36%

29%

15%

13%

44%

20%

16%

41%

20%

7%

15%

66%

7%

25%

7%
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29%
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44%
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57%    23%  80%

46%              19%   65%

29%               32%   61%

23%           34%                             57%

35%  22%   57%

27%            20%   47%

23%        20%    43%

24%        18%    42%

11%    30%    41%

19%             16%    35%

9%     22%    31%

6%  16%     22%

6% 12%    18%  

4% 13%    17%

5% 11%    16%

5%          10%   15%

4%        8%   12%

4%      7%    11%

3%    6%     9%

3%    6%     9%

3%    6%     9%

2%    6%     8%

2%    4%     6%

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q2/3/4. Over the past year how often have you done any of the following?
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ARTS ACTIVITY VIEWED ONLINE OR ON TV

When it comes to viewing arts activity either online or through their TV, Music/Concerts and Comedy continue 
to be the main art forms audiences seek out.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004) Q5. Thinking about all the different types of videos, programs or movies you have watched, 
please indicate if you also viewed any of the following – either online, TV, etc.

Live music concerts or performance

Stand-up comedy performance

Any kind of dance performance

Theatre performance

Opera performance

None of the above

61%

54%

30%

31%

10%

18%

0 20 40 60 80 100

56%        

51%        

31%        

30%        

10%        

19%        

2018 2016

Meaningfulness of arts engagement 
Meaningfulness is important–some activities are simply less vital than others. It is clear that the diversity of 
engagement in Calgary correlates to a diversity of what people consider to be meaningful. Reading, music and 
even the news are quite consistently more meaningful than most other activities

Results also show Calgarians ascribe comparatively less meaning to online/digital opportunities to engage. So, 
while digital opportunities have extended the ways people connect or engage with the arts, for the time being 
they are not quite as meaningful as more traditional means of consuming the arts. As with all things digital, it 
will be important to watch and see how audiences adapt to engaging with the arts in this way as it is edging up 
to become slightly more important in the last few years.
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MEANINGFULNESS OF OBSERVING AND LISTENING CONSUMPTION

There is a diversity of opinion on what is most meaningful when consuming content through observing and 
listening. Reading, watching TV, or listening to music are at the top of the list as to what provides the most meaning.

Base: Do activity (n=various)   Q6. People use all sorts of media forms to connect with the arts. Of the ones you do, which are 
most meaningful or important to you personally?

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Read a book or ebook– �ction, non-�ction, 
biography, educational etc

Watched news on TV

Listened to music or any other 
programming on the radio

Listened to music on a media device 
(iPod/MP3 player/etc.)

Streamed shows or movies online at sites like 
Net�ix, Amazon, Shaw.ca, etc

Listened to music via a streaming service 
(Apple Music, Spotify, Tidal, etc.)

Watched original produced programming on TV

Read a newspaper/news online

Downloaded music purchased online

Purchased / read a newspaper

Purchased music (CD/Vinyl/etc) at a store, from an 
online retailer (Amazon, etc.), or from an artist directly

Downloaded a podcast

Watched movies/TV series rented 
or purchased online

Read a book on art history

Read a book about creating/making art

Purchased/read a magazine

Watched reality programs on TV

Visited art gallery websites

Read a book showing art, photography, etc

Viewed artists websites

Viewed websites about art history

Visited websites with examples of art

Read a magazine online

39%                                 38%                                 24%

37%                               35%                              28% 

35%                             39%                            26%

34%                            39%                                  26%

32%                          42%                                     27%

29%                       43%                                      28%

27%                     41%                                    31%

26%                    34%                            40%        

26%                   44%                                        30%

23%                36%                               41%        

22%           46%                                         33%

20%                 47%                                          33%        

19%    40%                                  41%        

18%           51%                                              30%

18%          46%                                          36%        

16%        32%                          52% 

16%        34%                             51% 

15%       42%                                     44% 

14%      39%                                  46% 

13%     39%                                  48% 

12%    45%                                        43%

11%   36%                  52%

11%   34%                            55%

Most important 
or meaningful 
to me

Pretty important 
or meaningful

Just something I 
happen to do – not 
that important
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MOST MEANINGFUL FORMS OF OBSERVING AND LISTENING CONSUMPTION

Those things that are identified as most meaningful have changed little since the 2016 survey, though online 
activities are growing slowly in importance. There are few demographic consistencies when it comes to what is 
meaningful. This simply reflects the diversity of the population and their interests.

% MOST MEANINGFUL

2018 2016

Read a book or ebook– fiction, non-fiction,  
biography, educational etc. 

39% 33%

Watched news on TV 37% 41%

Listened to music or any other programming on the radio 35% 37%

Listened to music on a media device (iPod/MP3 player/etc) 34% 36%

Streamed shows or movies online at sites like Netflix,  
Amazon, Shaw.ca, etc. 

32% 29%

Listened to music via a streaming service  
(Apple Music, Spotify, Tidal, etc.)

29% NA

Watched original produced programming on TV 27% 27%

Read a newspaper/news online 26% 26%

Downloaded music purchased online 26%        21%

Purchased / read a newspaper 23%        20%

Purchased music (CD/Vinyl/etc) at a store, from an online retailer 
(Amazon, etc.), or from an artist directly

22%        13%

Downloaded a podcast 20%        16%

Watched movies/TV series rented or purchased online 19% 15%

Read a book on art history 18%        10%

Read a book about creating/making art 18%        13%

Purchased/read a magazine 16% 12%

Watched reality programs on TV 16% 16%

Visited art gallery websites 15% 7%

Read a book showing art, photography, etc 14% 11%

Viewed artists websites 13% 10%

Viewed websites about art history 12% 9%

Visited websites with examples of art 11% 10%

Read a magazine online 11% 9%

Base= all respondence. n=1,004
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MEANINGFULNESS VS AMOUNT OF OBSERVING AND LISTENING CONSUMPTION

There is little deviation from the general trend that the activity people most commonly consume are those 
that have the most meaning for them. The top activities (circled in the chart below) offer opportunities for 
garnering more engagement–they are both meaningful and frequently used by Calgarians.

Bought music

Downloaded
music

Gallery Website, read about making art, 
art history website, artists websites, art 
books, art history book, magazine online. 

Magazine online

Reality TV

Stream online

Printed newspaper

TV online

Newspaper online
TV programming

Music on device

Read a book

Media Consumption % does weekly or more

Music on radioNews on TV

Stream shows online

Podcast
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Engagement Through Attending
Connecting to arts and culture through attendance is one of the most tangible expression of a community’s 
commitment. Simply put, people show their connection by voting with their feet (and often their wallets). 
Calgarians are quite active and also consistent in what they attend.

ATTENDANCE PARTICIPATION LEVELS

Attendance Patterns are quite steady compared to 2016.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q7. Over the past year, about how many times would you say you have engaged in any of 
the following activities? Please select one response for each.

6 or more 
times

3 to 5 time 
times

Once or 
twice 2018 2016

Movie at a theatre 19%  27%  29%  75%  79%

Live music concert/performance 9%  13%  36%  59%  58%

Museum or heritage site 4%        13%  38%  56%  56%

Local community festival (e.g. 
Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.)

2%  9%        32%  44%  45%

Live theatre 6%  10%        25%        41%        46%

Open air/free/public art 
installation

3%        10%        27%        41%        39%

Live musical theatre 3%        9%        25%        38%        40%

Local music festival (e.g. Calgary 
Folk festival, Reggaefest, etc.)

3%  8%        26%        37%        36%

Art gallery 3%        8%        25%        36%        37%

Local culture-based festival  
(e.g. Fiesta Filipino, Calgary 
Turkish Festival etc.)

2% 8%        26%        36%        39%

Art show, outside a gallery 
setting (school, community 
centre, etc.)

2%  8%        24%        34%  33%

Local arts-based festival  
(e.g. Beakerhead, WordFest,  
a film festival, etc.)

2% 7%  23%        32%  31%

Dance performance  
(jazz, ballet, etc.)

2%  7%  20%  29%  27%

Public speaking event/debate 2%  5%  16%  23%  25%

Literary event – poetry,  
novelist, etc.

2%  5%  13%  20%  19%

Opera 1%  4%  11%  16%  16%

% Engaged  
in past year
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ATTENDANCE PARTICIPATION LEVELS BY DEMOGRAPHICS

While engagement though arts attendance was largely steady compared to 2016, there are shifts in who  
comprises those audiences. New Calgarians, families, and younger audiences are increasing their attendance.  
Older Calgarians and those who have lived in Calgary for over 10 years have decreasing rates of attendance.

 

GENDER              GENDER AGE CHILDREN AT HOME TIME IN YYC

 Total Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+ Yes   No   <5 yrs 5 to 10 yrs 11+ yrs

Movie at a theatre 75%        73%        77%        80%  79%  63%  82%  72%  76%        78%        74%        

Live music concert/performance 59%        59%        59%        66%  58%        50%  61%        58%        64%        66%        57%        

Museum or heritage site 56%        54%        59%        59%        59%        50%  73%  49%  59%        64%        55%        

Local community festival (e.g. Lilac Festival,  
Marda Gras, etc.).

44%        43%        45%        56%  47%        27%  56%  39%  56%  59%  40% 

Live theatre 41%        38%        43%        41%        41%        39%        47%  38%  44%        50%        39% 

Open air/free/public art installation 41%        36%  44%  47%  44%        27%  51%  36%  51%  45%        38% 

Live musical theatre 38%        36%        39%        39%        40%        34%        42%        36%        38%        50%  36%        

Local music festival (e.g. Calgary Folk festival,  
Reggaefest, etc.).

37%        37%        36%        48%  38%        21%  48%  32%  46%  48%  33% 

Art gallery 36%        35%        37%        43%  36%        29%  40%        34%        42%        39%        35%        

Local culture-based festival (e.g. Fiesta Filipino, Calgary 
Turkish Festival etc.).

36%        36%        35%        46%  36%        22%  47%  30%  50%  48%  31% 

Art show, outside a gallery setting (school, community 
centre, etc.).

34%        33%        35%        40%  37%        23%  47%  28%  46%  41%        31% 

Local arts-based festival (e.g. Beakerhead, WordFest, a film 
festival, etc.).

32%        32%        32%        42%  36%        14%  46%  26%  48%  45%  27% 

Dance performance (jazz, ballet, etc.). 29%        26%        31%        37%  28%        19%  44%  22%   43%  35%        25% 

Public speaking event/debate 23%        25%        20%        31%  21%        16%  32%  19%   32%  32%  20% 

Literary event – poetry, novelist, etc. 20%        21%        18%        27%  21%        9%  33%  14%   32%  33%  15% 

Opera 16%        18%        14%        24%  16%        7%  25%  12%  25%  22%        14% 
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ATTENDANCE PARTICIPATION LEVELS BY DEMOGRAPHICS

While engagement though arts attendance was largely steady compared to 2016, there are shifts in who  
comprises those audiences. New Calgarians, families, and younger audiences are increasing their attendance.  
Older Calgarians and those who have lived in Calgary for over 10 years have decreasing rates of attendance.

 

GENDER              GENDER AGE CHILDREN AT HOME TIME IN YYC

 Total Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+ Yes   No   <5 yrs 5 to 10 yrs 11+ yrs

Movie at a theatre 75%        73%        77%        80%  79%  63%  82%  72%  76%        78%        74%        

Live music concert/performance 59%        59%        59%        66%  58%        50%  61%        58%        64%        66%        57%        

Museum or heritage site 56%        54%        59%        59%        59%        50%  73%  49%  59%        64%        55%        

Local community festival (e.g. Lilac Festival,  
Marda Gras, etc.).

44%        43%        45%        56%  47%        27%  56%  39%  56%  59%  40% 

Live theatre 41%        38%        43%        41%        41%        39%        47%  38%  44%        50%        39% 

Open air/free/public art installation 41%        36%  44%  47%  44%        27%  51%  36%  51%  45%        38% 

Live musical theatre 38%        36%        39%        39%        40%        34%        42%        36%        38%        50%  36%        

Local music festival (e.g. Calgary Folk festival,  
Reggaefest, etc.).

37%        37%        36%        48%  38%        21%  48%  32%  46%  48%  33% 

Art gallery 36%        35%        37%        43%  36%        29%  40%        34%        42%        39%        35%        

Local culture-based festival (e.g. Fiesta Filipino, Calgary 
Turkish Festival etc.).

36%        36%        35%        46%  36%        22%  47%  30%  50%  48%  31% 

Art show, outside a gallery setting (school, community 
centre, etc.).

34%        33%        35%        40%  37%        23%  47%  28%  46%  41%        31% 

Local arts-based festival (e.g. Beakerhead, WordFest, a film 
festival, etc.).

32%        32%        32%        42%  36%        14%  46%  26%  48%  45%  27% 

Dance performance (jazz, ballet, etc.). 29%        26%        31%        37%  28%        19%  44%  22%   43%  35%        25% 

Public speaking event/debate 23%        25%        20%        31%  21%        16%  32%  19%   32%  32%  20% 

Literary event – poetry, novelist, etc. 20%        21%        18%        27%  21%        9%  33%  14%   32%  33%  15% 

Opera 16%        18%        14%        24%  16%        7%  25%  12%  25%  22%        14% 

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q7. Over the past year, about how many times would you say you have engaged in 
any of the following activities? Please select one response for each.

Calgary is a young community–a city that has maintained its youthfulness through several years of economic 
migration which attracted young talent in search for economic opportunities. Young people are a vital 
audience for Calgary arts even though they are not connecting in ways organizations may be used to.  
What the results show is the major differences by age–young Calgarians are much more likely to attend arts 
events. This applies to all kinds of arts opportunities–from live music and museums to open air installations,  
art galleries and dance performances. The only art form that is consistently attended by all age groups is 
theatre/musical theatre.
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INTEREST IN ATTENDING BY NON-ATTENDERS

Of those who are not attending these events, there is high interest in attending live music events, museums, 
heritage sites, live theatre, and live music theatre.

Base: All respondents who did not participate in activities (n = various) Q8. Thinking ahead to the next year, how interested 
are you in participating/attending any of the following? 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Opera

Literary event – poetry, novelist, etc.

Public speaking event/debate

Dance performance (jazz, ballet, etc.)

Open air/free/public art installation

Art show, outside a gallery setting
(school, community centre, etc.)

Art gallery

Local arts-based festival (e.g. Beakerhead,
WordFest, a �lm festival, etc.)

Local culture-based festival (e.g. Fiesta 
Filipino, Calgary Turkish Festival etc.)

Local community festival 
(e.g. Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.)

Local music festival 
(e.g. Calgary Folk festival,

Reggaefest, etc.)

Movie at a theatre

Live musical theatre

Live theatre

Museum or heritage site

Live music concert/performance 17%  44%              21%              13%     6%        

10%   45%        26%                 13%      7%        

11%   36%                27%        20%             6%        

10%  31%              26%                    27%            6%        

11%   28%            30%                        25%                   6%        

9%    30%            32%                          23%    6%        

7% 32%            31%                          25%             6%        

7% 30%          28%                   28%                      6%        

8%  28%         32%                      26%                   6%        

7%  28%                      33%                             26%                   6%        

5%   24%              34%                               31%                        6%        

5%   23%             31%               34%                              7%        

7%   21%              31%               36%                           5%        

3%  17%     29%                        43%                                        7%        

3%  16%    33%                          42%                           6%        

5%  15%     27%                      48%                               6%        

Very interested Fairly interested Not very  

Not at all interested Not sure
interested
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INTEREST IN ATTENDING BY NON-ATTENDERS - DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN

Of those who are not currently attending events some demographic groups expressed a strong interest in  
attending over the next year. The opportunity for many of these organizations will be to identify specific  
barriers that are inhibiting current attendance. Interest, for example, in Opera is much higher among those  
under 35–but what is stopping them from making the final decision to attend? What is stopping families  
from going to live musical theatre more often? These are important and practical considerations to growing  
community engagement.

GENDER AGE CHILDREN AT HOME TIME IN YYC ETHNIC BACKGROUND

TOTAL Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+ Yes   No   <5 yrs 5 to 10 yrs 11+ yrs Canadian Net Other

Live music concert/performance 60%        55%  66%  65%        61%        55%        66%        58%        63%        66%        59%        64%        62%        

Museum or heritage site 54%        51%        59%        54%        50%        61%        58%        54%        57%        67%        52%        52%        59% 

Live theatre 47%        38%  55%  48%        49%        42%        54%        44%        57%        51%        45%        47%        48%        

Live musical theatre 42%        32%  52%  49%  41%        34%  49%  39%  55%  53%        38%  43%        44%        

Movie at a theatre 39%        37%        41%        58%  35%        30%  51%        36%        63%  54%        33%  37%        41%        

Local music festival  
(e.g. Calgary Folk festival, 
Reggaefest, etc.).

39%        34%  43%  50%  40%        29%  46%        36%        51%        55%  35%  41%        39%        

Local community festival (e.g. 
Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.).

39%        33%  44%  41%        40%        35%        45%        37%        48%        41%        37%        37%        42% 

Local culture-based festival (e.g. 
Fiesta Filipino, Calgary Turkish 
Festival etc.).

37%        30%  43%  44%  40%        28%  43%        35%        45%        52%  34%  33%        38%        

Local arts-based festival (e.g. 
Beakerhead, WordFest, a film 
festival, etc.)

35%        29%  40%  48%  37%        23%  42%        33%        51%  45%        32%  36%        37%        

Art gallery 35%        28%  42%  39%        39%        26%  40%        33%        48%  44%        32%  33%        38%        

Art show, outside a gallery 
setting (school, community 
centre, etc.).

29%        20%  37%  34%        29%        24%        37%  26%  42%  39%        26%  28%        30%        

Open air/free/public art 
installation

28%        23%  33%  34%        27%        24%        34%        26%        34%        42%  25%  26%        30%        

Dance performance  
(jazz, ballet, etc.).

28%        17%  38%  38%  28%        17%  38%  25%  41%  30%        26%  30%        30%        

Public speaking event/debate 20%        20%        20%        24%        21%        15%        27%  18%  28%        27%        18%  19%        22%        

Literary event – poetry,  
novelist, etc.

19%        15%  23%  26%  17%        15%        25%  17%  30%  24%        17%  15%  21% 

Opera 19%        15%  23%  31%  16%        12%  24%        17%        28%  27%        17%  14%  22% 
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INTEREST IN ATTENDING BY NON-ATTENDERS - DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN

Of those who are not currently attending events some demographic groups expressed a strong interest in  
attending over the next year. The opportunity for many of these organizations will be to identify specific  
barriers that are inhibiting current attendance. Interest, for example, in Opera is much higher among those  
under 35–but what is stopping them from making the final decision to attend? What is stopping families  
from going to live musical theatre more often? These are important and practical considerations to growing  
community engagement.

GENDER AGE CHILDREN AT HOME TIME IN YYC ETHNIC BACKGROUND

TOTAL Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+ Yes   No   <5 yrs 5 to 10 yrs 11+ yrs Canadian Net Other

Live music concert/performance 60%        55%  66%  65%        61%        55%        66%        58%        63%        66%        59%        64%        62%        

Museum or heritage site 54%        51%        59%        54%        50%        61%        58%        54%        57%        67%        52%        52%        59% 

Live theatre 47%        38%  55%  48%        49%        42%        54%        44%        57%        51%        45%        47%        48%        

Live musical theatre 42%        32%  52%  49%  41%        34%  49%  39%  55%  53%        38%  43%        44%        

Movie at a theatre 39%        37%        41%        58%  35%        30%  51%        36%        63%  54%        33%  37%        41%        

Local music festival  
(e.g. Calgary Folk festival, 
Reggaefest, etc.).

39%        34%  43%  50%  40%        29%  46%        36%        51%        55%  35%  41%        39%        

Local community festival (e.g. 
Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.).

39%        33%  44%  41%        40%        35%        45%        37%        48%        41%        37%        37%        42% 

Local culture-based festival (e.g. 
Fiesta Filipino, Calgary Turkish 
Festival etc.).

37%        30%  43%  44%  40%        28%  43%        35%        45%        52%  34%  33%        38%        

Local arts-based festival (e.g. 
Beakerhead, WordFest, a film 
festival, etc.)

35%        29%  40%  48%  37%        23%  42%        33%        51%  45%        32%  36%        37%        

Art gallery 35%        28%  42%  39%        39%        26%  40%        33%        48%  44%        32%  33%        38%        

Art show, outside a gallery 
setting (school, community 
centre, etc.).

29%        20%  37%  34%        29%        24%        37%  26%  42%  39%        26%  28%        30%        

Open air/free/public art 
installation

28%        23%  33%  34%        27%        24%        34%        26%        34%        42%  25%  26%        30%        

Dance performance  
(jazz, ballet, etc.).

28%        17%  38%  38%  28%        17%  38%  25%  41%  30%        26%  30%        30%        

Public speaking event/debate 20%        20%        20%        24%        21%        15%        27%  18%  28%        27%        18%  19%        22%        

Literary event – poetry,  
novelist, etc.

19%        15%  23%  26%  17%        15%        25%  17%  30%  24%        17%  15%  21% 

Opera 19%        15%  23%  31%  16%        12%  24%        17%        28%  27%        17%  14%  22% 

Base: All respondents who did not participate in activities (n = various)  
Q8. Thinking ahead to the next year, how interested are you in participating/attending any of the following?
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INCREASED INTEREST IN ATTENDING BY CURRENT ATTENDERS

Audiences that are already attending clearly have a thirst for more. Ensuring availability and accessibility will be 
important–and in some cases, simply increasing awareness of opportunities to attend will be a benefit. 

Base: Done in past (n = 1004) 
Q9. Thinking of the things you’ve attended in the past year, which ones would you like to do more often? 

0 10 20 30 40 50

Opera

Public speaking event/debate

Literary event – poetry, novelist, etc

Dance performance (jazz, ballet, etc.)

Art show, outside a gallery setting
(school, community centre, etc.)

Open air/free/
public art installation

Local arts-based festival
(e.g. Beakerhead,

WordFest, a �lm festival, etc.)

Art gallery

Local culture-based festival
(e.g. Fiesta Filipino,

Calgary Turkish Festival etc.)

Live musical theatre

Local music festival (e.g. Calgary
Folk festival, Reggaefest, etc.)

Local community festival
(e.g. Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.)

Live theatre

Museum or heritage site

Live music concert/performance

Movie at a theatre 49% 54%

39% 39%

30% 26%

24% 29%

24% 21%

19% 22%

19% 18%

16% 17%

16% 13%

14% 14%         

13% 13%

12% 8%

10% 11%

7% 4%

6% 6%

5% 6%

percent interested in doing more often

20162018 2016
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MEANINGFULNESS OF ARTS ATTENDANCE

Live music, movies and live theatre are the most personally meaningful arts engagement activities for 
Calgarians. Overall virtually every activity that involves live attendance is at least somewhat meaningful for a 
majority of Calgarians.

Base: Done in past (n = various), Q10. People attend all sorts of events related to the arts. Of the ones you attend,  
which are most meaningful or important to you personally?

Most important or meaningful to me Pretty important or meaningful Not that important to me

0 20 40 60 80 100

Open air/free/public art installation

Public speaking event/debate

Art show, outside a gallery setting 
(school, community centre, etc.)

Local culture-based festival 
(e.g. Fiesta Filipino, 

Calgary Turkish Festival etc.)

Local arts-based festival 
(e.g. Beakerhead, WordFest,

 a �lm festival, etc.)

Art gallery

Local community festival 
(e.g. Lilac Festival, Marda Gras, etc.)

Opera

Movie at a theatre

Literary event – poetry, novelist, etc.

Dance performance (jazz, ballet, etc.)

Live musical theatre

Museum or heritage site

Local music festival 
(e.g. Calgary Folk festival, 

Reggaefest, etc.)

Live theatre

Live music concert/performance

Pretty important 
or meaningful

Most important or 
meaningful to me 

Not that 
important 
to me

46%      40%                                              14%

35%                                       46%                                                      19%

33%                                    47%                                                        20%        

29%                               49%                                                           22%        

27%                            50%                                                             23%        

26%                           44%                                                    30%        

25%                          54%                                                                 20%        

25%                          42%                                                33%

24%                        50%                                                            26%        

24%                        52%                                                               24%        

23%                       50%                                                            27%        

21%                    56%                                                                    23%        

20%                  57%                                                                      23%        

19%                 52%                                                               29%        

18%                51%                                                             31%        

14%           48%                                 38%
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MEANINGFULNESS VS AMOUNT OF ATTENDANCE

Not surprisingly, most attendance tends to correspond to meaning and Calgarians appear to take in those 
things that matter most to them. The exception is movies at a theatre, which are the clear exception and are 
relatively less meaningful and likely more escapist or diversionary. 

Arts Attendance % does at least once annually
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Live Music

Museum/Heritage site

Movie at theatreCommunity festivalArt Gallery

Reality TV
Art show

Live Theatre
Local music festival

Live Musical TheatreLiterary Event
Opera

Dance

Arts base Festival
Public Speaking event

Cultural Festival
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Understanding Engagement 
Through Creating
Creating art is no longer the purview of professional artists. The increasing interest in ‘maker’ trends along with 
digital tools are making it increasingly accessible to engage by creating art. Younger Calgarians are much more 
creatively engaged compared to other age groups. That said, the basic trend is that more people appear to be 
connecting to their creative side than before. And while they are creating more frequently, they are not very 
likely to see themselves as artists–just something they do for themselves.

CREATION PARTICIPATION LEVELS

For the majority of Calgarians (66%) participation in the arts also comes through the creation process. Younger 
Calgarians are much more creatively engaged compared to other groups. The overall trend, however, is that 
more people appear to be connecting to their creative side than ever before.

percentage

0 10 20 30 40 50

None of the above

Digitally produced, mixed or
composed any type of music

Took a writing, poetry or
writing composition course

Composed music

Took an acting, dance, or any
 type of performance class

Performed music for an audience

Performed as an actor, singer,
dancer before an audience

Took a music class of any kind

Took an art class – visual arts like 
painting, sculpture, drawing, etc.

Produced any type of written material – �ction, 
non-�ction, poetry, etc. (not including any 

materials produced for work or business)

Created any type of visual art –
painting, sculpture, stained glass, etc.

Photography, video, sharing media
using SLR or �lm type cameras

Played music on your own

Photography, video, sharing media using
 smart phone or similar device 37%   39%

25%  23%

23%  21%

20%  17%

14% 11%

13% 13%

10% 10%

8%  7%

7% 9%

7% 9%

7% 8%

7% 7%

5% 6%

34% 37%

2018 2016

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q11. Participation in the arts takes on many forms. For many it includes actually playing 
music, writing or creating art on their own. Please indicate if you have done any of the following activities in the past year.
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REASONS FOR PERSONAL CREATION

The community does not harbour intense perspectives about art creation and most do not see themselves as 
artists. Instead, there are generally personal motivations for engaging in the activity.

Base: All Respondents (n=1004)  Q15. Below are a few statements people might say about creating art, please tell us if you 
agree or disagree with each one 

Strongly agree                  Agree

percentage

0 20 40 60 80 100

I mostly make art because
I do it with my kids

Given the things I do I
consider myself an artist

I don’t consider what I do making art –
it is just something I do

Making art for me is mostly
a way to express myself

I just like to build, create or make things –
does not matter much if others like it 20%           51% 71%

17%        47%  64%

15%       51% 66%

9%  25% 35%

8% 26% 34%
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MEANINGFULNESS OF PERSONAL CREATION

Compared to more passive forms of arts consumption such as attending or watching, personal creation results 
in overall higher reported rates of meaningfulness. This is especially true for all forms of writing, visual art 
creation, and music composition.

Base: Participated in (n = variable) Q14. Of all the different things you engage in, which are most meaningful or important to 
you personally

Most important 
or meaningful 
to me

Pretty important 
or meaningful

Just something 
I happen to do – 
not that important

Most 
Important

2016

0 20 40 60 80 100

Digitally produced, mixed or
composed any type of music

Took an acting, dance, or any
type of performance class

Photography, video, sharing media 
using smart phone or similar device

Took a music class of any kind

Performed as an actor, singer,
dancer before an audience

Performed music for an audience

Took an art class – visual arts like
painting, sculpture, drawing, etc

Photography, video, sharing media
using SLR or �lm type cameras

Played music on your own

Composed music

Took a writing, poetry or
writing composition course

Created any type of visual art –
painting, sculpture, stained glass, etc

Produced any type of written 
material – �ction, non-�ction, poetry, 

etc (not including any materials 
produced for work or business)

48%                33%           19%  50%

44%             39%               16% 45%

44%                35%       21%                   43%

42%         43%                15% 52%

40%      38%          22% 41%

38%    43%            19% 30%

36%   42%         22% 32%

35%     44%          21% 43%

34%     41%      25% 38%

31% 49%            20% 23%

29%                      43%   28% 40%

28%                     44%                     28% 33%

27%                    56%               17% 50%
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Awareness of Artists  
in Community
AWARENESS OF PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS

Overall half of our community reports knowing at least one professional artist, which is on par with the  
2016 findings.

Base: All Respondents (n=1004)  Q12. Professional artists are those people who make money from their art – either as their 
primary income or simply to supplement their other forms of income. Do you personally know anyone like this?
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Attitudes and Engagement
The basic premise of understanding arts engagement is that it reflects a vibrant and energized community. 
Calgarians do recognize the benefits for the city as a whole, for their local communities, and for themselves. 
Ultimately, engagement correlates to self-perceptions of being open-minded, creative, involved in their 
community and much more.

PERCEPTIONS OF PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Those who are immersed are much more likely to self-identify with all of these traits – and the trend declines 
with lower engagement.

Base: All Respondents (n=1004) Q13. Overall, would you consider yourself to be….

VOLUNTEERING AND DONATING

More intense support in the form of giving time or money has grown since 2016. Once again, younger adults 
and families lead the way and are much more likely to be either donating or volunteering.

Base: All Respondents (n=1004) Q16. Do you do any of the following?
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TOTAL ARTS SPENDING

Overall spending on the arts has declined back to 2014 levels. Interestingly, consumers are mostly likely to have 
dropped their spending on media.

Attending
33%

Creating
18%

Donating
6%

Media
43%

2018 2016 2014

Media  $164  $230  $129 

Attending  $123  $141  $125 

Creating  $68  $74  $51 

Donating  $22  $32  $20 

TOTAL  $378  $477  $325 

Base: All respondents (n = 1004) Q17 a/b/c/d. Thinking back over the past year, how much would you estimate you have 
spent participating in the arts over the past year?
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2018 2016 2014

Media  $164  $230  $129 

Attending  $123  $141  $125 

Creating  $68  $74  $51 

Donating  $22  $32  $20 

TOTAL  $378  $477  $325 

TOTAL ARTS CATEGORY SPENDING BY SEGMENT

Comparing types of arts consumers, spending has declined the most for the Disengaged (-47%) and  
Connected (-31%) groups. Interestingly, those that spend the most appear to have cut their spending the  
most for media (-$133).

TOTAL ARTS SPENDING BY SEGMENT

Immersed Engaged Connected Disengaged

TOTAL SPENDING 2018 $526 $365  $156 $88

TOTAL SPENDING 2016 $677 $384 $226 $168 

Base: All respondents (n = 1004) Q17 a/b/c/d. Thinking back over the past year, how much would you estimate you have 
spent participating in the arts over the past year?
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BUSINESS SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS

Corporate sponsorship is important to consumers and it tends to have an impact on how consumers think 
about businesses they work with.

Base: All respondents (n=1004) Q18. Shifting topics slightly, how important is it to you that businesses invest in supporting 
arts and culture organizations or events in your community?

THE IMPACT OF ARTS SUPPORT ON PERCEPTIONS OF BUSINESSES

Corporate sponsorships are also important to how consumers feel about businesses, with 69% of respondents 
indicating they are more likely to consider supporting a business that supports arts and culture in their community.

Base: All respondents (n=1004) Q19. What impact does this type of community support have on your interest in using the 
services or products of companies that sponsor arts and culture activities/organizations.
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Very Important 25%        
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7%        

68%        

47%        

42%        

38%        

25%        
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6%        

Not at all important

No impact – Doesn’t
matter to me if they

support arts and
culture activities

Fairly Positive – I am 
more likely to consider 
a company’s products 
or services because 
they are a supporter of 
arts and culture 
in the community

Very Positive – support of arts 
and culture activities in my 
community is one of the 
things I look for in a company

24%

45%

24%
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GENERAL PERCEPTIONS ABOUT ARTS AND CULTURE: PART 1

Attitudes towards arts and culture have generally been strengthening in recent years. There is an increased 
perception that arts and culture are important in communities and fewer people than ever before think arts  
and culture are not for people like themselves. 

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)   Q22.  Below are a number of statements that different people might use to describe their 
feelings towards arts and culture in general.  Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement 
for yourself personally

Strongly agree                  Agree

Strongly agree                  Agree

20%           51% 71%

17%        47%  64%

15%       51% 66%

9%  25% 35%

8% 26% 34%

0 20 40 60 80 100

Arts and culture are more
for other people, not for me

I only take part in the arts and
 culture scene if a friend or family

member suggests it

I seek out opportunities to 
connect arts and culture 

(museums, art galleries, etc.) 
both at home and when I travel

Engaging with arts and culture 
fosters empathy - a greater 

understanding of other 
people, cultures, ideas, etc.

Everyone should learn at least 
something about arts and culture

Arts and culture activities 
can show people a new way 

of looking at things around them

Arts education programs in school
 are an important part of the

curriculum for children of all ages

Arts and culture activities
bring people together

These kinds of activities
expose people to new ideas 31%               59%    

27%           62%   

37%    52%   

31%               58%   

29%             57%   

26%          58%    

17% 45%    

7%  34%    

9%   27%    

Total
2018       2016

90% 

89%  86%

89% 87%

89% 

86% 84%

84% 

62%  52%

41% 44%

6% 41%
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GENERAL PERCEPTIONS ABOUT ARTS AND CULTURE: PART 2

In most instances, the combined total of ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ in 2018 is similar to 2016. Attitudes, though, 
are intensifying; meaning more Calgarians are choosing ‘strongly agree’ than before.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q24. We have a few more statements for you to review – but these relate to the arts in 
Calgary specifically. Once again, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each one

Strongly agree                  Agree

Strongly agree                  Agree

20%           51% 71%

17%        47%  64%

15%       51% 66%

9%  25% 35%

8% 26% 34%

0 20 40 60 80 100

Too much is spent on arts 
in Calgary – if people

want art they can pay
for it themselves

Calgary’s current arts and
culture o�erings are of

a world class Caliber

I favour businesses that
support the arts

There are more than enough
opportunities for people to

connect with the arts in Calgary

A strong arts and culture scene 
are key to creating a vibrant,

safe and prosperous city

Arts and culture venues
make life in Calgary better

It is important that there are
 organizations in the community

dedicated to the development
of the arts in Calgary

Art helps bring people together; 
enables people to connect

Developing local artists – of all
kinds – is a good thing for Calgary 27%      61%  89% 89%

27%     62%   89%   

22%                   63%   85% 87%

25%   59%  84% 87%

25%   54%  79% 79%

14%       58%   72% 75%

16%         51%  67%

11%    48%   59% 65%

15%        30%  45% 44%

Total
2018       2016
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7%        
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Be a part of my community

Support my community

Meet new people

Chance to learn about
other people or cultures

Expand my perspective

Interest in the subject/art form

Escape the daily routine or stress

Learn something new

Spend time with friends/family

Basic entertainment and enjoyment

percentage
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MOTIVATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION

Audiences have a few core motivators for engaging with arts and culture–enjoyment and socialization are key 
for most.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004) Q21. ….We are interested in your basic reasons for doing these things. So, when you think 
about all the different ways you engage with arts and culture activities …what are the main reasons you engage in these 
activities? (select up to a maximum of three)
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50%        

18%        

7%        
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To feel like I’m part of
 a group/community

Celebrate my heritage

Be a part of my community

Support my community
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Chance to learn about
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Expand my perspective
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Escape the daily routine or stress
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Basic entertainment and enjoyment

percentage
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MOTIVATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION BY DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORY

There are patterns of motivation among consumers depending on their engagement and key demographic 
categories. Secondary motivators vary depending on the type of consumers who are participating. Namely, 
higher engagement tends to correlate to higher prevalence of intrinsic motivators.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004) Q21. ….We are interested in your basic reasons for doing these things. So, when you think 
about all the different ways you engage with arts and culture activities …what are the main reasons you engage in these 
activities? (select up to a maximum of three)

TOTAL

Row % 1-  
Calgary is 
much worse 
than this city

2 3- 
Calgary is 
the same 
as this city

4 5-  
Calgary is 
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than this city
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Winnipeg 3%  7%  24%        18%  24%  24%  42%  51%

Edmonton 4%  11%  29%  18%  20%  18%  38%  50%

Ottawa 9%  18%        27% 11%        9%  26%  20% 22%

Vancouver 17%  28%  22%        9%  6%  18%  15% 15%

Toronto 18%  29% 20%  7%  7%  19%        15%  20%

Montreal 23%  27%  17%  6%  6%  21%        12%  14%
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CALGARY COMPARED TO OTHER CITIES

Fewer respondents see Calgary as better than other cities in Canada for being an artistic and creative community. 
The following chart shows the results of survey respondents when asked how Calgary compares to other cities. 
There are no cities that Calgary was perceived as being favourable to, a noticeable decline from 2016. 

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q23. How do you think Calgary compares with other Canadian cities when it comes to 
being a creative and artistic community? Please use a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means Calgary is ‘Much worse’ than that city, 5 
means Calgary is ‘Much better’ than that city, and 3 means Calgary is ‘the same’ as that city ….

PERCEIVED CITY BENEFITS OF ARTS AND CULTURE

Calgarians relate to the impact of arts and culture on the city in terms of showcasing diversity, beauty and 
contributing to a better quality of life. They are much less likely to identify economic benefits. 

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q25. Some people say the arts offer many benefits to cities as a whole – some of the benefits 
are listed below. Of these which are most important to you? (select up to three)

1- Calgary is much 
worse than this city

5- Calgary is much 
better than this city

Not sure

2- Calgary is somewhat 
worse than this city

4 - Calgary is some-
what better than 
this city
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same as this city
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PERCEIVED NEIGHBOURHOOD LEVEL BENEFITS OF ARTS AND CULTURE

When it comes to their own neighbourhoods, arts and culture are primarily seen as having the ability to bring 
people together and contribute to a sense of community.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)   Q26. Some people say the arts offer many benefits to neighbourhood communities – some 
of the benefits are listed below. Of these which are most important to you? (select up to three)

PERSONAL BENEFITS OF ARTS AND CULTURE

Personal level benefits that respondents articulate tend to reflect their motivators–entertaining, creative 
outlets, and exposure to new ideas.

Base: All respondents (n = 1004)  Q26. Some people say the arts offer many benefits to neighbourhood communities – some 
of the benefits are listed below. Of these which are most important to you? (select up to three)
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Participant Demographics
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION IN CALGARY

GENDER IDENTIFICATION

(DEM CHART 1)

 

Northwest
25%

Northeast
19%

Southwest
25%

Southeast
24%

Downtown/Inner City
7%

(DEM CHART 2)

Male
48%

Other/ Choose not to disclose
2%

Felmale
50%

RESIDENCE

GENDER
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AGE SUMMARY DETAILED AGE BREAKDOWN

HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN
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LENGTH OF TIME IN CALGARY

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

More than ten years

Five to ten years

Less than �ve yearsLess than �ve years
13%

Five to ten years
12%

More than 
ten years

75%

(DEM CHART 6)
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PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENTS

SEXUAL ORIENTATION

(DEM CHART 8)
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ABOUT STONE-OLAFSON

Stone-Olafson is a national research consulting firm with roots 
firmly planted in Calgary. We are proud supporters of Calgary Arts 
Development and the work they do for our community. We believe 
strongly in the power of the arts in driving a vibrant city and are proud 
to be working with some of the most creative and exciting organizations 
in the city. Since our inception over nine years ago our team of senior 
consultants have been focused on helping organizations know what 
people really think and then going beyond. We aren’t interested in just 
delivering data and then walking away, we recommend how you can 
use what you learn and make it work for you. For more information 
www.stone-olafson.com

ABOUT CALGARY ARTS DEVELOPMENT

As the city’s designated arts development authority, Calgary Arts 
Development supports and strengthens the arts to benefit all 
Calgarians. We invest and allocate municipal funding for the arts 
provided by The City of Calgary and leverage these funds to provide 
additional resources to the arts sector. Our programs support hundreds 
of arts organizations, individual artists, artist collectives, and ad hoc 
groups in Calgary.

Calgary Arts Development strives to increase and use our resources 
wisely, foster collaborative relationships, and make the arts integral to 
the lives of Calgarians.

We are a connector, facilitator, collaborator, champion, supporter, amplifier, 
investor, catalyst, and opportunity-maker.

For more information www.calgaryartsdevelopment.com


